
Photography - Curriculum Map 2021-22

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 Year 13

Over-
view

Students develop skills in how to use DSLR
cameras, shutter speed, aperture, depth of
field and the exposure triangle,
composition and formal elements (linked to
KS3 art lessons and built upon), studio
lighting techniques, manipulation of
images using Photoshop and post
production techniques like stitching,
painting, photomontage etc. (A02/A03)
(Photoshop skills built upon from
immersion days in KS3)

Strong emphasis on exposure, correct use
of cameras and composition and
viewpoints in their ability to record
(A01/A03)

Build on analytical and research skills from
KS3 art and History to develop ideas and
artist links for coursework portfolios.

Links to science curriculum - colours and
the different frequencies of light, white light
and prisms (qualitative only); differential
colour effects in absorption and diffuse
reflection

Students further develop
skills in how to research and
analyse the work of others
to gain critical
understanding (A01/A03)

Students further develop
skills by investigating their
chosen artists works
through artist copies,
learning about techniques
and then further
experimenting in creative
and personal ways (built on
from KS3 art practise)
(A01/A02/AO3)

Students develop their
ability to plan and design
final pieces in personal
ways (A03/A04)
Skills in independent
learning and creativity are
developed and established.
To continue with KS5
learning

Skills for using cameras, exposure,
lighting and post production /
Photoshop work are built on from
GCSE for those students who
completed that course.
Students confidently and to high
standards develop skills in creative
use of DSLR and other cameras,
exposure, lighting setups and
attachments like barn doors,
snoots, honeycombs, reflectors and
flags . Composition and formal
elements, manipulation of images
using Photoshop and post
production techniques like
stitching, painting, photomontage
etc.in personal, imaginative and
creative ways (A02/A03)

Emphasis on creative exposure
techniques, correct use of cameras
and imaginative use of composition
and viewpoints in their ability to
record (A01/A03)

Students learn how to research and
analyse the work of others to gain
critical and contextual
understanding (A01/A03)

Students further
develop skills by
investigating their
chosen artists works
through artist copies,
learning about
techniques and then
further experimenting
in creative,
sophisticated and
personal ways
(A01/A02/AO3)

Students develop their
ability to plan and
design final pieces
using creative
presentation
techniques and
supported with strong
annotation to explain
personal intentions
(A03/A04)

Skills in independent
learning developed and
established ready for
Post-18.



Half
Term 1

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT DSLR cameras,
exposure and composition and Rankin
studio lighting

Year 10 Skills Overview:
- Parts of the DSLR camera
- Composition - Rule of thirds,

circular, diagonal, central and the
golden section.

- Bird’s eye and worm’s eye
viewpoints.

- Use of shutter speed TV priority -
freezing motion, panning and long
exposures

- Use of aperture to control depth of
field. AV priority

- Exposure triangle and light
metering.

- Studio lighting - Rankin Destroy
project - low and high key lighting,
Rembrandt triangle, backlight and
lighting setups, colour gel
attachment

COURSEWORK (60%) Year
11 photography

● Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Copies exploring
camera techniques,
lighting,
manipulation and
materials used

● Contact print
selection and
annotation

● Post production
manipulation of
images in style of
artists to explore
their methods,
techniques and
photoshop skills.

SKILLS BASED PROJECTS (Year 12)
COURSEWORK  (60%) Year 13
PHOTOGRAPHY

Year 12 Narrative Project: :
Introduction of the Narrative

Project to prepare students for the
in depth process of creating a
project in Year 12.

Independently create a
mind-map

- Independently create a
moodboard

- Independently create
inspirational images pages
link to chosen theme

- Highly refined, In-depth
Artist Research

- Highly refined, In-depth
Artist Analysis

- Highly refined, In-depth
Artist photoshoots

- Contact print analysis and
selection

- Manipulation and
exploration of artists
techniques developed
through photoshop and
post production techniques.

- Extended writing task

STUDIO LIGHTING PORTRAITURE
SKILLS

- Lighting set ups
- Hair lighting
- Backlighting
- Creative uses of high and

low key lighting
- Lighting attachments -

snoot, barn doors,

COURSEWORK  (60%)
Year 13 Photography

- Development of
work from
chosen theme

- Independently
create a
mind-map

- Independently
create a
moodboard

- Independently
create
inspirational
images pages
link to chosen
theme

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Research

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Analysis

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Copies
exploring
camera
techniques,
lighting,
manipulation
and materials
used

- Develop ideas
to create a
personal
development
for  a ‘final
outcome’.



honeycomb, beauty dish,
diffuser, flags, reflectors

Half
Term 2

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT, Rankin studio
lighting  Gothic project (Year 10)

- Studio lighting - Rankin Destroy
project - low and high key lighting,
Rembrandt triangle, backlight and
lighting setups, colour gel
attachments

- Learn how to create detailed artist
Research

- Develop skills from Year 9 in order
to learn how to create detailed artist
analysis

- Photoshop basic tools.
- Photoshop layers and blend modes
- Colour popping and greyscale.
- Post production techniques -

stitching, photomontage, painting
etc linked to Rankin’s Destroy work.

- Gothic project research and analysis
into Simon Marsden and Amanda
Norman.

- Learn how to create a mind-map,
moodboard, inspirational images
page

COURSEWORK (60%) Year
11 photography

- Highly refined
personal
development of
images exploring
camera techniques,
lighting,
manipulation and
materials used to
thoroughly explore
ideas.

- Develop ideas to
create a personal
development for  a
‘final outcome’

.

STUDIO LIGHTING
PORTRAITURE SKILLS
cont’d

- Bokeh photography and
using 50mm lenses and
large depth of field

- Manipulation techniques
related to portrait
photographers.

- Exploration of a chosen
portrait photographer’s
work

- Research and analysis
- Artist photoshoot copy
- Manipulations in the style of

the chosen artist
- Final outcome presented.

Abstract photography skills
- Use of close up lenses
- Studying composition and

texture based on Ciro
Totku’s work

- Use of fisheye lenses
- Fast shutter speed

photography
- Martin Waugh study and

ink drop artist copies
- Light painting abstraction
- Manipulation techniques

related to abstract
photography.

- Exploration of a chosen
abstract photographer’s
work

- Research and analysis

YEAR 13
Personal study AO4

Develop the final
outcome, present and
evaluate.

Externally Set Task:
Worth 40% starts
February (Year 13)

Students select a
theme from the exam
board starting points

- Independently
create a
mind-map

- Independently
create a
moodboard



- Artist photoshoot copy
- Manipulations in the style of

the chosen artist
- Final outcome presented.

Half
Term 3

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT,  Gothic project
cont’d (Year 10)

- Trip to Marlpool cemetery to
photograph in Norman and
Marsden’s style.

- Develop skills in creative planning
and thinking to create artist
Inspired copies

- Contact print organisation and
selection.

- HDR, Infrared, vignette, reflection
image ,manipulation on Photoshop

- Mounting and evaluation skills built
on from KS3

Year 11
Externally Set Task: Worth
40% starts January Year 11)

Exam Unit- 40%

Externally Set Task launched
January

Learners must demonstrate
the ability to work creatively
with processes and
techniques appropriate to
the chosen area(s) of study

Develop their ideas through
investigations informed by
selecting and critically
analysing sources.

Record their ideas,
observations, insights and
independent judgements,
in ways that are appropriate
to the Fine Art title • use
appropriate specialist
vocabulary through either
visual communication or
written annotation, or both

Students select a theme for
independent study from the
list provided by the exam
board.

YEAR 12
Surreal photography skills

- Use of scale to create surreal
images and linked artist
studies

- Foreshortening with
aperture.(Forced
perspective) and linked
artist studies

- Morphing in photoshop and
linked artist studies

- Surreal floating technique
and linked artist studies

- Surreal frame techniques
and linked artist studies.

- Manipulation techniques
related to surreal
photography including
experimenting with brushes
in photoshop.

Externally Set Task:
Worth 40%

- Independently
create
inspirational
images pages
link to chosen
theme

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Research

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Analysis



- Independently
create a  mind-map

- Independently
create a moodboard

- Independently
create inspirational
images pages link
to chosen theme

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Research

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Analysis

- Exploration of
practical techniques
and media linked to
chosen artist’s work.

Half
Term 4

Coursework started on individual themes
- Mood boards
- Mind maps
- Inspiration pages
- Selection of relevant artists

Term includes an extended writing task
End of term assessment point

Year 11
Externally Set Task: Worth
40% starts January Year 11)

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Copies exploring
photoshoots and
manipulations in
their style

- Develop ideas to
create a personal
development for  a
‘final outcome’.

Personal Investigation (Worth
60%) continues throughout Year 12

Students select a theme for their
personal investigation (any theme
they want)

Related study essay (20%)
- Research into theme and

organise a detail essay plan
- How to write an essay title

and introduction
- Completion of main body of

essay using correct subject
terminology, footnotes,
appendices and
bibliography

- How to write a conclusion
and format the essay

Externally Set Task:
Worth 40%

- Highly refined,
In-depth Artist
Copies
exploring
photoshoots
and
manipulations
in their style

- Develop ideas
to create a
personal
development
for  a ‘final
outcome’.



Half
Term 5

Yr10 Coursework development of ideas

- Artist research for each chosen
artist linked to the theme

- Artist analysis for each chosen artist
linked to the theme

- Artist copy - photoshoots exploring
theme, lighting, composition,
exposure and techniques used by
chosen photographers.

- Contact print selection and
annotation

- Post production manipulation of
images in style of artists to explore
their methods, techniques and
photoshop skills.

Yr 11 Exam Unit- 40%

Externally Set Task launched
January - Final 10 hour exam

Editing and presenting final
outcome reponses linked to
the starting point chosen.

Evaluating and exhibiting
work ready for moderation

YR12 Personal Investigation
(Worth 60%)

- Independently create a
mind-map

- Independently create a
moodboard

- Independently create
inspirational images pages
link to chosen theme

- Highly refined, In-depth
Artist researches

- Highly refined, In-depth
artist analysis

Yr 13 Exam Unit- 40%

Externally Set Task
launched February -
Final 15 hour exam

Editing and presenting
final outcome reponses
linked to the starting
point chosen.

Evaluating and
exhibiting work ready
for moderation

Half
Term 6

Yr10 Coursework development of ideas
and artist links

- Artist copy - photoshoots exploring
theme, lighting, composition,
exposure and techniques used by
chosen photographers.

- Contact print selection and
annotation

- Post production manipulation of
images in style of artists to explore
their methods, techniques and
photoshop skills.

YR12 Personal Investigation
(Worth 60%)

- Highly refined, In-depth
Artist Copies / photoshoots,
exploring composition,
lighting, exposure and
techniques

- Develop ideas and explore
in order to create a ‘final
outcome

SMSC The aims and learning outcomes for GCSE
photography is for students to build skills in
researching, planning, designing,
evaluating and reflecting on their work and
that of others

Students learn about the four assessment
objectives in Art and how to achieve marks
in each (A01,A02,A03, A04)

The aims and learning
outcomes for GCSE
photography is for students
to build skills in researching,
planning, designing,
evaluating and reflecting
on their work and that of
others

The aims and learning outcomes
for students is to  enable learners to
develop: • intellectual, imaginative,
creative and intuitive capability •
investigative, analytical,
experimental, practical, technical
and expressive skills, aesthetic
understanding and critical
judgement.

The aims and learning
outcomes for students
is to  enable learners to
develop: • intellectual,
imaginative, creative
and intuitive capability
• investigative,
analytical,
experimental, practical,



Introduction to artists from different
cultures, ethic backgrounds, and races.

Debate about ethical issues addressed in
Art & Design/ controversial works of Art/
Gallery Exhibition

Link to LGBTQ within Artists

Students follow a project and come up with
Artists that relate to their chosen theme.
Students evaluate and reflect on outcomes

Students learn about the
four assessment objectives
in Art and how to achieve
marks in each (A01,A02,A03,
A04)

Introduction to artists from
different cultures, ethic
backgrounds, and races.

Debate about ethical issues
addressed in Art & Design/
controversial works of Art/
Gallery Exhibition

Link to LGBTQ within Artists

Students follow a project
and come up with Artists
that relate to their chosen
theme. Students evaluate
and reflect on outcomes

Debate about ethical issues
addressed in Art & Design/
controversial works of Art/ Gallery
Exhibition

Current affairs- links to Art
discussed

Link to LGBTQ within Artists

independence of mind in
developing, refining and
communicating their own ideas,
their own intentions and their own
personal outcomes • an interest in,
enthusiasm for, and enjoyment of
photography • the experience of
working with a broad range of
media and techniques • an
understanding of the
interrelationships between
practitioners and an awareness of
the contexts in which they operate •
knowledge and experience of real
world contexts and, where
appropriate, links to the creative
industries

technical and
expressive skills,
aesthetic
understanding and
critical judgement.

Debate about ethical
issues addressed in Art
& Design/ controversial
works of Art/ Gallery
Exhibition

Current affairs- links to
Art discussed

Link to LGBTQ within
Artists

independence of mind
in developing, refining
and communicating
their own ideas, their
own intentions and
their own personal
outcomes • an interest
in, enthusiasm for, and
enjoyment of
photography • the
experience of working
with a broad range of
media and techniques •
an understanding of
the interrelationships
between  practitioners
and an awareness of
the contexts in which
they operate •
knowledge and
experience of real world
contexts and, where
appropriate, links to the



creative industries

CIAG Artist, Photographer, curator,
photojournalist, wildlife photographer,
photo editor, film maker, camera operator,
Marketing, Designer, Animator,  teacher, Art
, fashion photographer, architectural
photographer, scientific photographer,
forensic photographer, picture editor, digital
retoucher, picture librarian, curator, CGI
artist, picture researcher, studio assistant

Artist, Photographer,
curator, photojournalist,
wildlife photographer, photo
editor, film maker, camera
operator, Marketing,
Designer, Animator,
teacher, Art , fashion
photographer, architectural
photographer, scientific
photographer, forensic
photographer, picture
editor, digital retoucher,
picture librarian, curator, CGI
artist, picture researcher,
studio assistant

Artist, Photographer, curator,
photojournalist, wildlife
photographer, photo editor, film
maker, camera operator, Marketing,
Designer, Animator,  teacher, Art ,
fashion photographer, architectural
photographer, scientific
photographer, forensic
photographer, picture editor, digital
retoucher, picture librarian, curator,
CGI artist, picture researcher, studio
assistant

Artist, Photographer,
curator, photojournalist,
wildlife photographer,
photo editor, film
maker, camera
operator, Marketing,
Designer, Animator,
teacher, Art , fashion
photographer,
architectural
photographer, scientific
photographer, forensic
photographer, picture
editor, digital retoucher,
picture librarian,
curator, CGI artist,
picture researcher,
studio assistant

Future
learnin

g

Foundation photography and fine art,
Photojournalism, fashion photography,
editorial,  architectural photography, still life,
fine art photography, graphics photography,
forensic photography, videography,
cinematography, sports photography,
scientific photography

Foundation photography
and fine art,
Photojournalism, fashion
photography, editorial,
architectural photography,
still life, fine art
photography, graphics
photography, forensic
photography, videography,
cinematography, sports
photography, scientific
photography

Foundation photography and fine
art, Photojournalism, fashion
photography, editorial,  architectural
photography, still life, fine art
photography, graphics
photography, forensic photography,
videography, cinematography,
sports photography, scientific
photography

Foundation
photography and fine
art, Photojournalism,
fashion photography,
editorial,  architectural
photography, still life,
fine art photography,
graphics photography,
forensic photography,
videography,
cinematography, sports
photography, scientific
photography


